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Gretel Picked Her New Family Very, Very Well!

Editor's Note: Gretel was GAF's first foray into the wonderful world of crowdfunding and her
story touched hearts from Florida to Australia. We were able to raise enough to fix her broken
leg and provide all the follow-on treatment...to get her ready for her new family, the Josey's!
Clearly Dr. Josey is very dog-savvy. She's a graduate of Cleveland Chiropractic College in
Kansas City, MO and began practicing chiropractic on humans and animals in 2000. She is
certified by the AVCA (American Veterinary Chiropractic Association) and treats horses and
dogs throughout the Carolinas.

Nifty Shades of Grey...Owning a Greyhound for the first time

My first greyhound experience was 15
years ago during my training in animal
chiropractic. Rescued greyhounds were
brought into our lab to observe, examine
and adjust. It really was love at first touch
for me. They were so peaceful and kind
and stood perfectly after their adjustments
with appreciation in their eyes. These
encounters were amazing. I had only ever
had small dogs but greyhounds remained in
my mind for my next pet.

Fast forward 15 years and my little
dogs were reaching very old ages. I had a
new client who said she had a friend with
greyhounds and would I please come to
adjust them? Definitely! The awe I had

for them came rushing back as soon as I met
these 3 greys. Shortly afterwards my two
pets crossed the Rainbow Bridge. In a few
weeks, I could not stand the silence in the
house. I asked my greyhound client if my
family could meet her dogs to see how sweet
they are. As luck would have it, there was a
local foster – GRETEL! – that visited our
home. The rest is history.

When Gretel moved in two weeks later
we were excited. She was so different than
adopting a puppy or a shelter dog. She was
afraid of the laundry room where we keep
the dog bowl, she had never navigated stairs
and she had never been left home alone.
Luckily she is very food motivated which
made handling new things easier. We took
the food bowl out of the laundry room,
gradually pushing it back each feeding as she
became less frightened. All four of us
helped with the stairs. Going one paw at a
time, with lots of treats, and me placing each
foot on every step, we all made it upstairs for
bed. To get her used to being home alone
we all left everyday for short periods. Gretel
learned that we will always come back. A
kong filled with treats to occupy her time
doesn't hurt either.

We are just in love with Gretel!!

by Dr. Kim Josey
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Happy GREYT Year, Everyone!

I fully believe this coming year will be one of the best.
GAF has welcomed many new adopters so it's a very
good thing the kennel's been full of activity...incoming
and outgoing. A lot of happy hounds and happy hound
families, and, no surprise here, this makes US happy!!

What do you think of our new newsletter masthead?
HAPPY is the word I'd pick...another greyhound freed
to live a normal, happy life and to be loved by some
exceptionally happy family. Winners all around! And
yes, it's a non-subtle clue as to how we feel about
greyhound racing: let 2015 be a year when more cage
doors are open, more greyhounds exit and fewer come to
take their places. That could come true in Florida this
year. We are happily optimistic, and here's why:

Two identical bills have already been introduced in the
FL Senate and the FL House to mandate the reporting
of greyhound injuries. Unbelievable as you may think
this, of the seven states where racing stays stubbornly
legal, TWO do not mandate reporting of track injuries.
The other State of Shame is Alabama. The Injury
Reporting bill has been promised a first up hearing by
new Senate President Gardiner and the word is that
there are enough votes to get this through. It's been
proven in other states that transparency in reporting
leads to fewer injuries – and, once the FL public knows
the extent of dogs injured, more voters will breathe a
sigh of disgust on the whole dog racing issue.
Remember the state-wide reaction to the horrific number
of greyhounds finally being documented as killed in
racing...

But, this is a Happy Edition and we will not be
deterred! The Decoupling Bill has not yet been
introduced but again, happily, we think this stands a
Very Good Chance. In no small measure due to people
like you...who wrote and phoned and emailed and made
your concerns known to the wise heads in Tallahassee.
Please be prepared to do the same this year – your
active support will be needed.

Finally, 2015 will be the year in which we happily
introduce our new website. Updated, sleek, forward-
looking and taking into account all the answers we got to
the survey so many of you completed last year. We've
been long due for an update and it's happening through
the leadership and very hard work of Dave McGurgan,
GAF Super Friend and Computer Commando. There
really aren't words to properly express our gratitude,
Dave...especially since you've been condemned to work
with a number of us whose computer literacy skills
reside in the Stone Age. YOU are the best.

Thank you also to all our contributors. Most especially
to Kelly Bateman and “Becoming Vito.” I recommend
you read this carefully...the treatment Kelly effected has
given Vito nothing less than himself. You've shared
your stories and your pictures and a little bit of your
hearts. But then, we're greyhound people and that's
what we do. So, Happy Greyt Year to us all!

Joyce

Zipper listens intently with “Dad” Sam Bellavia acting
as his “cushion” at a Fundraising Meeting. THIS is what

“happy” looks like!
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Becoming Vito, by Kelly Bateman, HTAP

Editor's Note: Kelly is our Social Media pro, keeping the website,
Facebook and Twitter feeds flowing, plus handles our Constant
Contact mailings. And is Vice President of Just France (requiring
extended travels to France, lucky Kelly) and somehow finds time for
her husband & hounds and for yoga. And now for this new,
fascinating endeavor.

Vito was a handsome boy who arrived at Grey Haven last
summer a few months after his 4th birthday. His racing career
ended after he re-injured a toe. It was time for him to transition from
athlete to a retired companion animal. He did well with other dogs,
boys and girls alike, and eventually passed his cat test as well. He
was however extremely shy with people. Painfully shy. He arrived
with Otis, another young male who was afraid of EVERYTHING.
Initially it seemed Otis would require even more TLC than Vito to
help him come out of his shell and gain confidence. It was in fact the
opposite. Within a few weeks of his arrival Otis settled and started
to come out of his shell on his own. Vito on the other hand had
made little progress in his first month at Grey Haven. He seemed
stuck in an anxious, insecure state. What could be done to help this
special boy bloom?

GAF has turned to Eastern medicine including acupuncture
and Chinese herbs with the help of Dr. Shauna Cantwell, a
wonderful alternative vet and former professor at the University of
Florida School of Veterinary Medicine, on numerous occasions
when traditional veterinary care did not yield desired results.
Marilyn Varnberg, co-founder of Greyhound Adoptions of Florida,
knew I was actively involved with Healing Touch for Animals®

(HTA), an energy field therapy which can be used on all species,
small and large, so she wrote me to ask, “What can you do to
help?!” A session I had recently donated to an auction to benefit
GAF was generously gifted back to the GAF by the winner.
Marilyn said she had a shy boy in mind. While I gladly make house
calls where domestic animals are most comfortable, the 900 plus
mile trip to Grey Haven was well outside of my normal travel area!

In Level 3 of HTA we learned about Distance Healing. I had
previously done distance sessions on a dog 3 miles away, and others
on my personal dog when I was more than 3,000 miles away on

business and a medical emergency struck, so
conducting a distance session for Vito who was
nearly 1,000 miles away was not a problem. A
distance session was actually the perfect solution
for our long-distance dilemma. There was in fact
nothing to lose and perhaps something to gain. It
would in any event be an interesting experiment.
We set a day and time. I asked Marilyn to tell
Vito he had an appointment with me. She did.
She also let the kennel worker know that
“something” was going to take place that morning
so she could be on the lookout for any changes in
his behavior, whether subtle or substantial. Vito
was in Florida and I was in Pennsylvania. It is
also worth noting the session was made possible
by a supporter in Rhode Island. They say it takes
a village. In this case Team Vito was suddenly an
East Coast operation.

How a timid boy from the racetrack blossomed into a confident companion with the
support of energy medicine therapy and unconditional love from Team Vito
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Becoming Vito, continued

Bree as Vito's surrogate

When I started treatment for Vito I had 88 hours of
practical, hands-on training with levels 1-4 of Healing
Touch for Animals®. I had done numerous hands on
sessions for several different species of animals and
humans, as well as distance sessions for pets and people.
I was comfortable with the process which involves a
detailed information intake, an initial assessment, a
variety of different gentle, non-invasive light touch or
near body touch techniques (20+ through Level 4 and
an additional 5 Advanced Proficiency techniques) to
clear, balance and stabilize the animal’s energy system, a
final assessment, discussion with the owner or guardian,
and follow up a few days later to see how the animal is
doing.

I had my treatment form and other session materials
ready and was prepared to start Vito’s first HTA
session with a surrogate, in this case a large stuffed
animal, similar in size to a greyhound, when my own
greyhound suddenly presented herself and laid down
directly in front of me. This was not the first time this
had happened. In fact Bree has developed an incredible
knack for appearing seemingly out of nowhere, even
rousing from a deep sleep, when I am just about to start
a distance session and makes herself available to
facilitate the process. I therefore began the session by

assessing my own greyhound so I could document and
compare her energy system to Vito’s.

Once I was done assessing Bree’s energy system I
shifted my focus and directed my intention and the
universal energy available to Vito. I visualized Vito’s
face, his eyes, the color of his fur, his collar. Through
intention I began to assess his energy system through
Bree’s body and the feedback received was radically
different not just from my own dog, but from any
animal’s energy system I had assessed to date. Vito’s
energy system was entirely blocked and his energy field
pulled in as close to his body as I have ever experienced.

For those unfamiliar with the term “energy field” it
is an electromagnetic field that surrounds and supports
the body. The human energy field surrounds the body
four to six feet outward. The energy field of a healthy,
well-adjusted animal is ten times larger, or more, than
the human energy field. If an animal is severely ill,
seriously injured and/or emotionally wounded the field
may contract and pull in toward the body. This
constriction is indicative of one or more blockages in the
flow of energy throughout the animal’s body. If the
energy field is not clear, the energy system (comprised of
an energy field or aura, energy centers which are
referred to as chakras and energy channels or meridians)
cannot balance and health is compromised.

The HTA techniques used to clear energetic
congestion depend on a variety of factors including the
animal’s current condition. An HTA session which
typically lasts 45 minutes to an hour may involve one
specific technique for the entire time or a few different
techniques, including if appropriate, the incorporation of
therapeutic grade essential oils, sound therapy, or
possibly both. The healing vibrational frequencies of all
the above can be felt by the intended recipient through
the power of intention regardless of distance. This is
due to resonance which allows the unique vibration of
every being the ability to return to a state of balance.
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Becoming Vito, continued

I shared the findings of Vito’s first HTA treatment
session with Marilyn. Based on his deep seated
emotional trauma of an unknown nature I did not
anticipate any immediate signs of improvement. While
confident we would be able to help him, I advised it
might take time and at least several sessions to see any
real changes take place. To my surprise I received not
one but two encouraging reports from Vito’s caregivers
later that day. The kennel worker reported that after
turnout Vito went into his crate and laid toward the
front, looking around as all the dogs do after a turnout. 
He normally went to the back of his crate and stayed
there, especially if a human was in the kennel.

Later in the afternoon Marilyn reported the
following observations to me: “Normally Vito flies out of
his crate and runs outside as fast as he can. His moves
in the turnout yard can be rather frantic. Today he trotted
out and sniffed for that perfect spot at a much more
relaxed pace. It was very obvious. I sat on the corner of
the cement as I usually do and many of the dogs will
come up for pets, hugs or to lick my face. Vito never
does. He hangs back, will wag his tail but won't
approach. This afternoon he came up to me, tail
wagging, licked my hands and trotted back out to the
yard. He came into the kennel with the others as he
always does. As soon as he realized his crate door was
closed, he went back outside. He did this two or three
times till I got everyone put up and once he realized his
door was now open, he trotted in. I did not see the frantic
running and checking things out that I usually see. This
was a much more settled dog.”

An important aspect of the healing arts is to not
have an attachment to a particular outcome or end
result. The intention is for the greatest good of the client
whether animal or human. I knew I had to remain
impartial, never say or even think “Poor Vito” and stay
focused on his innate ability to open up, start to trust
humans and begin to self-heal. My intention was that in
his own time he would become more at ease and
comfortable with people. Instead of a greyhound’s usual
45 mph, we would go 4-5 mph and that was okay.

During the second session I used a level 2 HTA
technique which can be useful for animals who feel
ungrounded or disconnected. At two different points my
greyhound who once again volunteered herself as a
surrogate for Vito’s session displayed very obvious
reactions to the technique being done. Having worked
with her frequently I knew what was coming through
was not Bree. The reactions were immediate, clear
responses and expressions of strong emotion that I felt
reverberate through my own body. As a result of the
relaxation response an animal’s eyes usually soften and
there are often yawns and deep sighs, as well as physical
shifts such as stretching out or change in body position.
The signs may vary from animal to animal. In this case
once I reached a certain step in this particular technique
Bree’s head suddenly lifted from the mat where it had
be resting for well over a half an hour. She turned and
looked at me with an intense gaze, proceeded to gently
lick my hand and then sank back down to the mat with
an enormous sigh. I had received a brief yet crystal clear
message of appreciation from Vito which had poured
through Bree and into me. This unexpected
breakthrough moment, especially at this early stage, was
the most rewarding experience I could have imagined.
His response to HTA had exceeded all expectations
and we were just getting started.

During Vito’s distance sessions I received an e-mail
from a potential adopter. She was aware he had been
dealing with some emotional issues. She had heard
about his sessions and was interested in his progress.
This wonderful person, a longtime volunteer and
adopter with GAF, had adopted Vito’s grandmother,
MizB, a number of years ago. Would her grandpup feel
at home with them? Initially we were not sure he would
be comfortable as part of any family, regardless of how
wonderful. In time the mutual feeling was yes. But he
was not ready to pack his suitcase just yet.

As part of the certification process for HTA I have
also studied the use of flower essences through a new pet
specific course approved by the Bach centre in England
along with extensive related reading. As a result I
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Becoming Vito, continued

incorporated a combination of flower essences in Vito’s
overall treatment plan to be carried out by his caregivers
in Florida. The essences were administered up to four
times daily for a period of three weeks. Vito’s custom
blend of flower essence drops were given in different
forms based on the comfort level of the person who was
working with Vito: dropped in his water bucket, on a
treat, rubbed on his fur when returned to his kennel or
sprayed on bedding in his crate.

The essences were specifically selected for Vito to
help with his known fears, unknown fears, overall stress,
and last but not least, the recent change in his life from
that of a racer at the track to a dog in kennel at a rescue.
There are 38 different essences in the original Bach
Flower Remedy system and many others now available
through other reputable providers including FES based
in California. A vial of a therapeutic-grade blend of
essential oils, a drop or two* of which could be gently
massaged into his fur or simply offered for inhalation
from the caregiver’s hand once or twice daily, was also
provided and recommended to further promote deep
relaxation.

A week after I started HTA sessions with Vito
Marilyn left Grey Haven to meet with members of the
Northeast Chapter of GAF including myself. Would
Vito’s progress come to a halt or might he even regress
in her absence? We did not know how he would react to
the sudden disappearance of one of a few humans Vito
had learned to trust. When she returned to Florida a
week later I received the following report. “Vito was a
pleasure to come home to. We could see the improvement
and changes he is making after being gone a week. While
we still have a way to go, I now have high hopes for this
boy! He approaches on his own, either with a goose in
the back end or to my out-stretched hands while I am in
the yard. Today I stood and held the kennel door open
and called to him. Normally, he approaches and then
backs up. He doesn't want anyone standing there when
he comes in. I just walk into the kennel and let him come
in on his own. Today he ran past me (okay, it was his
third try) and came in on his own. I am so pleased!”

Over a month I had several sessions with Vito.
During the first few sessions the initial assessment
revealed multiple blockages which would open by the
end of each session, however by the next session at least
some of the energetic congestion had returned. I turned
to Healing Touch for Animals® founder, Carol
Komitor, for advice during a monthly teleconference
available to HTA practitioners. I sought suggestions
about different techniques to help keep his energy system
open and flowing consistently. In explaining Vito’s
situation and what I had done so far it became clear
what was needed to help him keep moving forward. In
the session that followed his energy field started to
expand, his field stayed clear of energetic congestion and
remained balanced.

Six weeks after Vito’s first HTA session he was
ready to leave the safe haven he had called home for two
and half months and start a new life with his forever
family. Hours before Vito was to leave Grey Haven and
make the 15 hour trip back to Delaware to his forever
home** a short but meaningful transfer of ownership
ceremony was performed. As part of the Healing Touch
for Animals® Transfer of Ownership protocol taught in
Advanced Proficiency, I had provided Marilyn with a
sample script to read in advance and pledged to
participate in mind and spirit since we were separated
by such distance. With Vito’s leash in hand she talked
to him about his time at Grey Haven, gave praise for his
progress, and let him know he was about to start a new
life with people who would love him with all their hearts
and ensure his happiness and well-being forever. With
that she handed his leash over to his new mom, Sylvie.

At 3 am it was time to load up the greyhounds
headed for their forever homes up north including Vito.
Marilyn reported the following about Vito’s reaction. “I
know he understood. When I let the kennel dogs out
about 3:15 he peed (good boy!) and then stood still and
watched the movement in the house. I know he was
looking for Sylvie. He never bothered going back to the
kennel when I put the two remaining dogs up. He just
waited by the gate to start his journey.” Vito had found
himself and was ready to head home on the first day of
the rest of his life.
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Becoming Vito, continued

Fast forward four months: Vito’s family reports he is
doing well. Now separated by a single state line and less
than 30 miles, I hope to meet Vito in the near future
and have an in person session with him. In January his
new family wrote: “Yes, Vito is doing very well. He's
the easiest going dog. A lot like his grandmother MizB.
Very well behaved (didn't have to teach him that - like
MizB), not a barker (unlike Jay and Niko), but still a
little shy with strangers. I wish I had more dogs like
Vito. That was my wish when I had MizB and now I
have Vito, actually 'Vito Baker' for his grandma.”

HTA techniques can provide pain relief, stress
reduction, accelerated wound healing and improve
immune system function. For questions or to schedule a
free consultation or appointment contact Kelly at
kelly@handtoheartholistichealing.com GAF adopters
are eligible for special rates. For more information about
Healing Touch for Animals® visit:
www.healingtouchforanimals.com

Would you like to learn more about Energy
Therapy for Pets & People? For a basic introduction to
the concept of energy medicine for you and your pet
check out Choosing Energy Therapy – A Practical
Guide to Healing Options for People and Animals by
Wanda Buckner, EdD. For a more thorough exploration
of the subject read The Healer’s Manual – A Beginner’s
Guide to Energy Healing for Yourself and Others by Ted
Andrews.

*When working with essential oils always practice a
less is more approach, especially when used with
animals. It is important to use high-quality oils and to
have a good understanding of how they work, their use
and careful selection of oils for a particular animal.
Essential oils are introduced in Level 3 of Healing
Touch for Animals®. Curious to learn more? Join the
free monthly hour-long teleconference on the 3rd
Tuesday of every month in collaboration with Dr. Susan
Albright, owner of Chenoa Veterinary Clinic in IL
(register here: http://bit.ly/1BHZcDs ) or sign-up for

Essential Oils for Animals and Their People, a new 4-
hour introductory course offered by Carol Komitor,
founder of Healing Touch for Animals®, in person in
Lakewood, CO, or streaming on-line on January 31
(Sign-up: http://bit.ly/1uccaZ4).

** The following is adapted from Lesley Osborn’s
story about Vito in the fall of 2014: Sylvie and Jesse
have been an important part of GAF for many years and
have been involved in greyhound rescue since 2003. Vito
is greyhound #12 for Sylvie and Jesse and all of them
have come from Marilyn. What a wonderful tribute to
Marilyn! They adopted Vito’s grandmother, Miz B, in
2006 at age 8 and she passed away in 2011 at the age
of 13. When they learned that Marilyn now had her
grandson they were thrilled! Vito is not lacking for
greyhound company. He shares his new home with
Rosie (age 9); Jay (age 7) and Niko (age 5). He also
has three feline friends as well!

Sylvie and Jesse meet Vito at Grey Haven
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Tawny's Story, by Denise Fish

Tawny came to us on November 8, 2014
after many phone conversations with Marilyn
Varnberg and Valerie DeLisle. We had recently
lost our greyhound, Susanna, to a severe bone
infection and a home without a greyhound is an
empty home. We were a little nervous about
Tawny's high prey drive since I have chickens
and ducks as pets. One of my chickens,
Sweetness, had a brain injury and required a
lot of care. She has a very large crate in our
home and "free ranges" in the basement. When
we walk Tawny down to the chicken/duck pens
she gets very excited and jumpy, but with
Sweetness she is very gentle and actually gives
her kisses. She is always in the bathroom with
me when Sweetness gets a bath and blow dry
and is very calm and affectionate with her. I
honestly feel Tawny knows that Sweetness is
special and she needs to be gentle with her.
(That just shows you how smart she is!)

Tawny is a very smart, loving and sweet
girl. She has made herself right at home here,
almost like she knew this is where she belonged.
She loves to go for rides in the car and to
Grandma's house to run in the horse paddock
with Reagan, Grandma's Lab. We made the
right decision
contacting
Greyhound
Adoptions of
Florida to adopt
another greyhound.
We absolutely
LOVE Tawny and
can't imagine not
having her here
with us!! Thanks
to them we found
our forever girl and
she found her
forever home.
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Marilyn’s Thoughts

2015.…another new year at Grey Haven begins. Life here
at the farm has gone on for many years now and each year brings
new faces and new issues and yet everything stays the same. Our
goals haven’t changed in 20 years: find that perfect home for
every greyhound who comes to us and raise enough money to do
it well for each dog. We’ve all learned a lot over the years and
some of what we do is easier…some of what we do becomes
harder because of age, economic changes and sadly, because of
the loss of some very dear friends.

It’s difficult to answer the phone or read that email that tells
us we have lost another of our “kids.” The circle of life touches
each of us, sometimes way too often. The Memorial Garden fills
with pavers, flowers and statuary, each in memory of another
beloved friend. The chimes ring softly and I sometimes think
their music is a song from far away, carrying the voices of those we
miss.

But walking from the garden to the kennel brings back the
reality of those noisy, happy, active greyhounds who don’t realize
that their lives are just beginning…they too will have their chance
to find a family, a life. Some are easy…some “smile” for the
camera and appeal to so many humans who see that picture and
fall in love again. Some have medical issues which prolong their
stay here. And others…well, they are different and we worry
about how long they'll be here before someone who understands
will take a chance and bring them home.

We brought one of “those” greyhounds to Grey Haven
yesterday. He never really raced. He was so fearful that he
couldn’t be caught after a schooling race. He didn’t want to be
touched. He was too much of a problem at the track and was sent
back to the place he was born. He lived in a large paddock,
sometimes with another dog, sometimes alone. He wasn’t
mean…he just couldn’t relate to humans. He ate, he slept - ever
wary of any person who entered his space. He could be caught
but not easily.

A friend of mine had just lost two of her dogs in a short time.
She wrote and asked if I had a boy who needed her. She didn’t
want that perfect, easy dog. She wanted to help a greyhound who
would in turn help her. Russ and I immediately thought of this
lonely, black boy out in a pen by himself with no one in the world.

Our friend said, “I need him…he needs me. Go get him.”

We have dealt with spooky dogs for years and I am always
concerned that we won’t be able to help them or they will never be
able to adjust to a home. I was concerned that “Dom” would not
adjust to our kennel and its routine. What if we couldn’t touch
him? What if he wouldn’t eat? What if he just shuts down?

We got him into the van, drove the hours back home and with
difficulty got him into the small kennel yard and let him off leash.
(Yes, I had visions of sitting in the dirt all night hoping to get him
into the building, trying to coax him with some food.) Russ
stayed with him while I made up his new bed. I walked out where
Dom was pacing the fence line nervously. I chirped to him and
quietly stood there, telling him what a good boy he was and what a
wonderful life he had waiting. He stopped, looked at me, slowly
wagged his tail and quietly walked over and leaned against me.

I felt the tension in his body but could sense his need for
human touch. He was comforted by the slow stroking of his back
and my quiet words. He ran off again, and then came back, and
then went to Russ and then we all went into the kennel where he
realized he had a bed of his own and he laid down, watching us.
We knew we were once again on the way to helping yet another
dog find his way in his new world.

A new year, a new life…a friend who needed a dog and a
dog who needed a friend…this is what we are all about. This is
what so many of you help us do with your donations and your
support. This is why we are here for those who otherwise would
have no place to go. And for you with your trust and friendship,
we are eternally grateful. Happy New Year to all.
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Miss Bree Speaks

A little background for these photos...Miss Bree,
beloved little girl of Kelly and Mike Bateman (and
treatment surrogate par excellence for Vito...see Kelly's
amazing story “Becoming Vito” – yes, an extended read
but worth every minute), sadly had to lose her teeth, all
43 of them. However, that loss has created a new-found
eloquence of expression, which so far has mainly been
opinions of the negative sort. You might say “Miss Bree
lost her teeth but found her voice.”

Here, she expresses her obvious distaste for winter
and all the heavy outerwear required. With her big
brother Beau guarding her seasonal pumpkin beret, she
displays a clear lack of enthusiasm for the onset of Fall
festivities. And that poisonous look of “Surely you jest
and if not, then you have lost your mind” while
burrowing down further into the sofa was the response
to the suggestion of a walk in the PA January fridgies.
You GO, Miss Bree, tell us what you really think 'cause
we're listening!
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And, Because This Is The Happy Issue

More adorable photos!

Newsletter Contact: Joyce Carta
Joyce@JoyceCarta.com

Production: Phil Carta
©2015 Greyhound Adoptions of Florida, Inc.

There once was a greyhound who wanted ALL the stuffies.
And he succeeded!! Cody Moss says: MINE, all MINE - !!

Ziva DeLisle in a lick-fest
with Daddy Jamie

In memory of warmer days:
Jennifer Boutin chillin’ with Jake

& Daisy.

Vice President Joe Biden Grey Haven's Biden
...Anything you can do I can

do better!

Zipper Bellavia: Did somebody say
cookie?

Bondo Belardi agrees:
Christmas is exhausting!




